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Welcome to art therapy for the abnormal. With this coloring book for adults channelingThe Walking

Dead meets The Secret Garden, comics creator/rock star Alan Robert(Crawl to Me, Killogy, Wire

Hangers) invites fans of horror to discover theirinner-colorist. Through intricate pen and ink

illustrations to complete, color,and embellish, readers will meet an onslaught of severed heads,

monsters, deadlyweapons, and skeletal remains. Visit burial grounds, the zombieapocalypse, serial

killer lairs, and gruesome torture chambers. Horror fans andnewcomers alike will welcome this

GORE-geous and creative journey into ablood-soaked new world."Price Includes VAT"
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"Gloriously gory, gorgeous, and therapeutic to boot,Ã‚Â The Beauty Of HorrorÃ‚Â is a coloring

book that wonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t likely end up in a stack of your recyclables, but rather proudly displayed on

your bookshelf."Ã‚Â Ã¢â‚¬â€•Geeks of Doom

Art therapy for the abnormal.Ã‚Â Award-winning creator Alan Robert invites you to color your heart

out and resurrect the dead with your brilliant palette. From the moment your colors hit the very first

page, you will be instantly drawn into a world where killer clowns, sinister ghouls and creatures of

the night creep and crawl. But fear not! There is something devilishly beautiful about these twisted,

intricate, pen-and-ink illustrations. The only way to survive The Beauty of Horror is to complete,



color and embellish your way out of this labyrinth of ink... if you dare!

I preordered this coloring book at the beginning of September and just received my copy yesterday.

I absolutely love it! The pictures are creepy and very pretty (pretty for the type of content at least). A

lot of the pictures are very detailed, but as long as you have either use pens or keep your colored

pencils nice and sharp, it shouldn't be a problem. The quality of the paper is very nice and thick and

easy to draw/color on. I highly recommend this coloring book to anyone looking for a creepy coloring

book for Halloween or if you're just into that kind of thing.

I LOVE this book!!! I have over 75 coloring books and I can honestly say that this is my favorite

coloring book, it makes it very hard to do my day to day activities because I just want to color in this

book. The pictures have such amazing details and thought put into them. I was not disappointed in

a single picture, most of my coloring books have several pictures that I will never color but there isn't

a single picture in this book that I don't want to color!!! I highly recommend this book, especially for

horror fans. A lot of Halloween coloring books are more pumpkins, black cats etc and they lack the

detail this book has. This book has the detail, the gore and the kind of pictures a real horror fan can

sink their teeth into. Buy this book!!!!

This book is AMAZING! The artist obviously loves what he does. Whether you are into horror or not,

anyone can appreciate the beauty of the work and how much effort was put into this book. So much

to color for an amazing price. I don't know where to begin!

I grew up on horror movies. I reenacted said horror movies with my Barbies. I also drew and colored

A LOT. This coloring book would have been an obsession when I was a wee thing but now it's gory

relaxation. It had me at zombie-octo-mermaids.

Never been a big coloring book guy, but This Time I am obsessed! Alan's drawings are exceptional,

and in My Eyes, it's a fun challenge adding color to his art. Zombies rising from Underground,

creepy clowns, spiders weaving webs - horrific Through and Through!As far as the actual coloring,

the River Runs Red. Lots of blood! Been using watercolor markers, sharpies, and colored pencils,

and the pages hold up well with nothing bleeding through - no Stain Remains. I throw on some

metal, listen to the Words and Music and color away. There's a Method of Groove to it all, which

usually means three or four hours flying by like nothing. Great way to spend your Monday, Thursday



or Friday evening.Nothing but Respect for this book and its art, no Bad Seeds. Highly recommend

picking it up. Also fun to see everyone else's colorings!

Amazing!!!!Incredible artwork. So excited to color these pieces in the book.Skulls, horror scenes,

and all sorts of interesting pages.I don't want to give it away....But this is one of the BEST coloring

books I own. And I have a few. Of course you have to appreciate horror in some way to truly absorb

the pages.I suggest this coloring book to everyone.....Alan Robert is a TRUE artist....And I hope he

makes another

Absolutely love this horror themed coloring book. The artwork is incredibly detailed. There's so

much variety to the 'horror themes' too. Werewolves, zombies, sea monsters, etc. This is the first

coloring book I've found that's HORROR. It calls me to in so many ways. As soon as I seen that it

was on pre-order I had to order it. I could not wait to get it and it seriously has not disappointed. I

totally recommend it to anyone who loves horror and anyone who loves to color!

I love horror. I love a certain amount and type of gore. No Saw. This is perfect. There are so many

pictures with different creepy images to choose from. Clowns, zombies, spiders, evil mummy, even

the monsters in the closet and under the bed. I just found my new favorite time suck. It's far better

than wasting hours on social media or tv.
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